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Offshore wind energy coming of age 
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Wind Energy – why going offshore? 
• Better resource, stronger and more stable winds 
• Cubed relationship  between wind speed and 
     wind power: 
 
• 25% increase of wind speed from 8m/s to 10 m/s results in 
100% increase in power extraction.   
• Larger project scale: 
onshore wind farms 20-50 MW 
offshore 300 to 800 MW 
• Less planning restrictions 
• More space (?) 
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The ocean – empty space up for grabs for 
wind energy? 
 

























Marine Spatial Planning (MSP) for finding 
space for the latest kid on the block 
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northseawindpowerhub.eu 
Variability of Asian offshore wind resource 
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Asian offshore wind resource, < 50 m water depth 
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Understanding the temporal resource variability for 
grid management: Example North and Baltic Sea 
 
From: Hasager, 2014 
Asian offshore wind resource, < 50 m water depth 
Other factors to be considered in MSP: Grid network? Shipping constraints? 
Military zones? Marine Protected Areas? Fisheries? Port Infrastructure?  
Typhoon Risk... 
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Temporal 
variability ? 
Turbine size and cost reductions 
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Further costs reductions expected due to: 
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• Better and more specialised vessels 
• Optimisation of installation and maintenance 
• Evolving port infrastructure 
• Trained work force growing 
• Improved policy 
    mechanisms 
• Better cooperation 
 
 
Integrated grid planning 
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Asians second mover advantage… 
• Marine Spatial Planning practices now established 
• adopt policy and licensing mechanisms that have evolved 
• establish “one-shop-stop” for investors as primary 
government entry point 
• Strategic grid planning 
• Benefit from optimised bidding systems: from feed-in tariffs 
to auction mechanism 
• Anticipate future technical developments: e.g. large-scale 
floating wind platforms, offshore hydrogen production 
instead of grid connection, floating solar 
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Questions? 
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